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We recommend an overweight position on BYD’s 4.750% 2027 senior
unsecured notes. Boyd Gaming Corporation is an American gaming and
hospitality company that currently owns and operates 29 gaming properties in
ten states. BYD’s three main reportable business segments include Las Vegas
Locals, Downtown Las Vegas, and the Midwest & South. Due to expectations
of EBITDAR margins being surpassed in the last two quarters, and anticipation
of continued strong performance in the future, we believe BYD will be more
than capable of generating consistent cash flows and paying down its debt. We
believe this will assist BYD in achieving its target leverage ratio of ~4.5x by
2021. BYD efficiently maintains a well-diversified portfolio and will
outperform competitors by expanding into new markets and attaining a
significant increase of cash from operations through future acquisitions.
BYD’s 27s are currently trading tight relative to its peers, but we believe that
the 27s will be trading ~15-30 bps closer to par because of a continued leading
performance in the industry with strong q/q EBITDAR margins and expansion
into new markets to generate an increased level of cash flow to reduce its debt.

Bond Maturity: 12/01/2027

THIS WEEK IN THE MARKET

Rating: B-/Caa1

Rank: Senior Unsecured
Price: $98.64
YTW: 5.141%
Security Type: Callable
Next Call: 12/01/2022
Coupon: 4.750%
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Risks

Expansion into Additional Markets Strengthens Operating Margins
In order to maintain high EBITDA margins and a competitive advantage
§ Master lease rent could increase which would adversely affect its
over peers in the industry, BYD is focusing on the expansion into new
ability to seek additional development or investment opportunities
markets including internet gaming and online sports betting. Access to these
markets is initiated by the partnership between Boyd Gaming and FanDuel
§ Energy price increases may negatively affect cost of operations and
Group, in which these collaborative efforts have given BYD access to online
the gains it has been able to capitalize on through cost restructuring
platforms in 15 states (36% of the U.S. population). The global online
gambling market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 11.5% from 2020 to
2027, while BYD has grown its shares ~31.8% just in the last quarter. Total
§ Continued travel restrictions could limit a strong Hawaiian tourism
adjusted EBITDAR during the reported 3Q20 indicated ~12% y/y growth
community in Las Vegas
and we expect this margin to push our total EBITDA to a projected
~471.3mm for FY20. With strong growth margins from expansion into the
Debt/EBITDA q/q
progressive online gambling and sports betting markets we believe that
BYD will generate enough profit to continuously pay down debt and reduce
6.8
their leverage from 5.15x to its anticipated 4.5x by 2021. While achieving
5.15
4.8
4.5
its leverage target BYD commits to pursuing a balanced capital allocation
strategy, reinvesting into the most valuable and strategic opportunities for
its shareholders. Recently towards the end of 2Q20, BYD launched its allnew B Connected Sports App, offering bettors one of the widest selections
3Q18
3Q19
3Q20
3Q21
of in-gaming betting options, and in the future looking to have wagering on
horse racing become available. Currently, sports betting holds ~70% of
Source: Company Filings, MFIF Analysis
global gambling revenue in New Jersey and is expected to grow at ~9.99%
CAGR between 2020-2027. The FanDuel Sportsbook has an online
leadership position in Pennsylvania and is one of the top retail sportsbooks
Market Share of Online Sports Gambling (New Jersey)
in Iowa, contributing heavily to the higher than expected gaming revenue,
0.42% 12.68%
driving total revenue growth at ~43% above expectations. We see BYD’s
2.39%
online gaming platform to keep expanding consistently above industry
9.35%
averages and will aid in our projected ~$571.993mm in gaming revenue and
~$695.135mm in total revenue for 4Q20. Just in 1Q20, FanDuel generated
~$35mm in sports gambling revenue, specifically in NJ where FanDuel has
12.02%
63.14%
a lead market share of 63.14%, trailing behind is DraftKings with a 12.02%
market share. New Jersey was the first state to legalize sports betting and
through BYD’s strong partnership with FanDuel, it plans on maintaining its
Fanduel DraftKings Borgata Hard Rock Golden Nugget Other
expectations of the passage of new authorizing legislation for online
gambling in various states, in order to capitalize on an even greater share in
Source: Company Filings, MFIF Analysis
this market. Its expansion into profitable markets will help in generating a
high free cash flow and allow BYD to deleverage.
Committed Corporate Social Responsibility Efforts aid in Boosting Workforce
Engagement
BYD's Workforce Engagement
BYD has a strong mission to give back to its communities and values its worker
1,800
engagement within the company. BYD has ~20,000 team members and together average
20,000
7+ years of service with the company and ~9% have been working for 20+ years. BYD
members
has been an industry leader for 43+ years by contributing to thousands of non-profit
total
organizations nationwide, having a strong dedication to diversity, and taking profound
sustainability measures that have positively impacted both the company and society.
BYD’s strong focus on supporting communities nationwide has been reflected in their
18,200
electrical savings. BYD reduced its annual electricity usage by ~20mm kWh over the last
7+ Years of Service 20+ Years of Service
three years. Going forward they expect to lower annual consumption by ~5mm kWh
each year, these electrical savings are equal to the annual electrical usage of 1,800+
Source: Company Filings, MFIF Analysis, BYD CSR Report
homes. Additionally, BYD has revitalized its utility water chemical treatment programs
at 8 properties, which has been reducing water consumption by ~50mm gals per year and
is projected to continue at this rate in the future. These savings are not only providing
Annual Electricity Usage Decrease (kWh)
more communities with sustainability nationwide, but allocating costs more efficiently,
0
helping BYD effectively lower its overall expenses and build up adequate cash flow. It is
2019
2020
2021
2022
estimated that BYD has ~14 months of liquidity at its current cash burn rate, largely
-10
because the company owns ~85% of its properties. BYD provides $14+mm a year to
-20
-25
-20
1,000+ non-profit organizations, making a positive impact on the lives of its neighbors,
-30
and encourages its workers to give back to their community as well. BYD team members
-35
-30
collectively contribute ~$1mm through United Way each year and regularly participate
-40
in volunteer events coordinated by the company. By promoting lifechanging investments
in its surrounding community and efforts to protect the environment, BYD encourages
Source: Company Filings, MFIF Analysis, BYD CSR Report
workers to maintain this same level of initiative for many years at the company.
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Gaming Segment Revenue Growth
Acquisitive Tendencies Drive Individual Segment Growth Alongside
Favorable Cost Restructuring
During FY19, the increase in revenue for each business segment was
traceable to the company’s acquisitions. Gaming revenues saw ~29%
increase, ~21.7% for food and beverage, ~18.9% for room, and ~17.8%
for other. Management highlighted BYD taking advantage of growth
opportunities in the future and taking on strategic investments that will
take the form of expanding and enhancing offerings or acquisitions. We
believe these strong acquisitive tendencies will drive the gaming segment
by an additional ~3%, food and beverage by ~1.44%, room by ~6.20%,
and other by ~1.52% in 4Q20 alone. On Oct. 15, 2018, BYD completed
the acquisition of the Pinnacle Properties, utilizing mortgage financing
from a subsidiary with GLPI. The Pinnacle Properties were a strong
addition to BYD’s most profitable property segment: Midwest & South,
and in 2Q20 accounted for ~75% of this total revenue. BYD capitalized
on liquidity and a high positive cash flow from operations to effectively
enhance its cost structure through the company shutdown due to COVID19. BYD has effectively decreased marketing and overhead labor costs
and it believes the current cost model is a permanent change, which
ultimately implies ~770-800 bps of improvement in the Las Vegas Locals
and Midwest & South property segments by 2022. Historically, BYD has
been able to maintain a 5x-7x leverage ratio, and the year following its
biggest acquisition the company reported a 6.80x debt/EBITDA ratio,
and decreased this number to 4.7x by the end of FY19. BYD’s current
debt/EBITDA is 5.15x and we believe through capitalization of its cost
restructuring plan and high positive cash flow from operations from
acquired properties, BYD will reach its target leverage of 4.5x.
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($mm)
BYD 27s
MGM 27s
WYNNLV 27s TRWH 27s
Revenue (LTM)
2,380.0
6,600.0
4,340.0
358.1
Market Cap
3,627.0
10,590.1
8,209.4
854.9
Total Debt
4,836.84
19,909.80
12,929.60
994.80
EV
8,197.1
30,805.5
16,996.0
1,734.7
EBITDA (LTM)
935.8
542.2
382.7
83.5
Z-Spread (bps)
436
443
514
588
Rating
BBBBBBFCF
341.4
-1,229.10
-835.3
9.5
EBITDA/Interest
3.94x
6.52x
4.12x
4.27x
Debt/EBITDA
5.15x
3.9x
6.89x
6.05x
Debt/FCF
14.17x
-16.20x
-15.48x
104.72x
Spread/xLeverage
92.92x
104.10x
80.99x
97.19x
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Relative Value
BYD’s 27s are currently trading at ~436 bps, with a strong
placement among competitors through the focus on cost
restructuring and capitalizing on acquisitions that provides an
abundance of cash from operations. WYNN’s 27s and TRWH’s
27s are trading at ~514 bps and ~588 bps which we see to likely
widen for both against BYD’s 27s. WYNN is currently operating
at a high negative FCF due to continued inability to recover from
COVID-19 and in an attempt to conserve cash the company has
utilized dividend cuts and suspensions. Similarly, TRWH’s
management team has guided that their business is sensitive to
reductions in discretionary consumer spending, which has posed a
huge problem amidst the COVID-19 outbreak. Compared to BYD
they have a very weak cash flow from operations.
MGM is another competitor of BYD’s who’s struggling with an
extensive amount of negative free cash flow which is prohibiting
the pay down of its debt. We believe MGM’s 27s will widen
relative to BYD’s 27s, as BYD has been able to capitalize on
owning ~85% of its properties, helping generate a high cash from
operations and preserve liquidity especially during COVID-19.
MGM only owns ~55% of its properties giving it ~8 months of
liquidity on its operational runway, which is about half of BYD’S
built up liquidity.
In the future we see BYD tightening ~15-30 bps relative to its
competitors because of leading EBITDA margins in the industry as
well as expansion into additional markets that will allow BYD to
take advantage of its cash flow and service its debt. We expect
BYD to tighten past market expectation because of the
undervaluing of BYD’s strategic partnership to dominate the online
gaming market and its complete cost restructuring plan alongside
its efforts to give back to its communities.
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Figure 11. Summary Model
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